Job Advertisement

21/04/2018

Do you have what we are looking for?
 Eg Role Title
 Eg Self-Motivated Sales Professional
 Eg Senior Leadership Role
 Eg Sydney Based
 $??K Package plus Performance Bonuses

[COMPANY INTRO]

Due to continued growth, we require a quality [ROLE] professional to join our team and assist us to maximise our
potential.
To be a successful [ROLE] in our team you will not only need to demonstrate at least [??] years of [????] experience,
you will:

Please refer to the Performance Model Description Report and input critical attributes into this area.
Example:
ü

Be highly motivated by the competitive world of sales and management, you like to win

ü

Jump at the chance to help others who would benefit from your experience and knowledge

ü

Enjoy being outdoors and like having and/or creating proven processes to follow

ü

Have the confidence to ask for clarification if you do not grasp a concept immediately

ü

Easily communicate at all levels and can modify your vocabulary to suit the audience

ü

Respond well to demands on your time and generally work at a brisk pace

ü Take on leadership roles comfortably but you have the confidence to allow others to take the lead to achieve the
desired outcome
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ü Consistently demonstrate resilience, you bounce back from disappointments and generally look at the bright
side of life
ü

Make timely decisions based on objective facts and your intuition. You are not overly emotive Peoplogica Pty Ltd
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ü Not like to have constraints and structure imposed on you, you are fiercely independent and do not enjoy being
micro-managed

